
POWER SUPPLY
This calculator comes with a dual power source. Generally, under normal room 
lighting, the calculator is powered by a built-in solar cell. When the light level 
drops below a certain point, it will automatically switch over to battery power. 
The alkaline battery is long lasting, however the battery life will depends on 
usage. When the battery is exhausted, you can still use the solar cell to power 
the calculator.
(Note: Do not attempt to change the battery. Please have a Canon Service 

technician change the battery.)
■ Electromagnetic interference or electrostatic discharge may cause the 

display to malfunction or the contents of the memory to be lost or altered. 
Should this occur, use the tip of a ball point pen (or similar 

 sharp object) to press the [RESET] button on the back 
 of the calcualtor and re-start your calculation from 
 the beginning.
CALCULATING WITH DECIMALS

Decimal Point Selector Key Ð Used for designating the decimal point 
position for calculation result. Each time          is pressed, the decimal 
point indicator will be shifted between 0 2 3 A. Floating calculation are 
performed when there is no indicator on LCD display.
A (add-mode) Ð Addition and subraction are performed with an 
automatic 2-digit decimal. It is convenient for currency calculation.
Rounding key Ð Used for rounding the result to a pre-selected 
number of decimals. The round-down function are performed when 
there is no indicator on LCD display.

OVERFLOW FUNCTION
In the following cases, "E" will be shown on the display. The keyboard is 
electronically locked, and further operation is impossible. Press       to clear  
the overflow. The overflow occurs when: 
1) The result or the memory contents exceeds 12 digits. 
2) Dividing by "0".
SPECIFICATION
Power Source : Please refer to the product backside.
Automatic power-off function : Approx. 7 minutes
Usable Temperature : 0¡C to 40¡C (32¡F to 104¡F)
Dimensions : 105mm (W) x 140mm (L) x 32mm (H) /
            4-9/64" (W) x 5-33/64" (L) x 1-17/64"  (H)
Weight : 124g (4.37 oz)
(Subject to change without notice)
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